POLICE CIRCULAR ORDER NO. 279/95

SUBJECT—Examination of High Explosives

It has been brought to my notice that high explosives alongwith detonators are being sent to State FSL in live condition for examination. Such high explosives are being carried to State FSL by special messenger and in ordinary passenger buses without taking a proper precautions. It is highly risky to transport the high explosives in such careless manner. Under no circumstances high explosives and detonators be sent to State FSL for examination. In such cases the Deputy Controller of Explosives, Sector-6, B-274, Rourkela 769 002 (Phone-69098) should be immediately contacted for examination and disposal of the same at the spot. Residues after explosion of high explosives if recovered from the spot may be sent to F.S.L. to know the type of explosive material used.

These instructions must be strictly adhere to.

Illegible
Director-General &
Inspector-General of Police,
Orissa, Cuttack.